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With real-time embedded devices, we are seeing the increased use of third-party applications like crypto libraries,
intrusion-detection software, and more [22]. Some smart
home devices have adopted third-party application support.
To expand in more detail, let us focus on Samsung SmartThings devices, which typically run on a light-weight RTOS
[6]. Users of Samsung SmartThings devices [3] have created
communities to share custom automation rules that control
how their device behaves [4]. For example, a user may share
a potentially helpful automation rule that sends an alert if
the temperature of one’s household is outside a specified
range. Users exchange GitHub repository links to install the
third-party apps on their SmartThings instances with no
application vetting process by Samsung.
With more platforms supporting third-party applications,
there is increased need to isolate these applications. A general purpose OS would typically use a hardware memory
management unit to provide memory isolation, but in the
more resource-constrained environment of embedded devices, the memory isolation is ignored for more efficient
performance.
We cannot rely on the security of the RTOS kernel as
previous work found protection measures in place for the
FreeRTOS kernel deficient [17]. Moreover, previous work has
found FreeRTOS vulnerable to privilege escalation attacks
[23]. This means solutions that use a Memory Protection
Unit, which is configurable by the RTOS kernel, are rendered
useless if the attacker is running on a privileged mode. Moreover, an application must inherently trust the large code base
of the RTOS kernel. A large privileged code base increases
the possibility of finding a vulnerability in the code. A solution to protect an embedded device application should also
isolate and protect from an adversary RTOS kernel.
In this paper, we propose using Trusted Execution Environments on embedded devices. This fits our need for strong
isolation and secure computation guarantees. Furthermore,
TEEs provide mechanisms to attest an application to verify
that the application running inside a TEE is not modified
and is running on trusted hardware. We contribute a module
to FreeRTOS that allows the dynamic creation of TEEs using
Keystone with negligible computation overhead. Our module exposes a familiar API for enclave creation to developers
that worked with FreeRTOS. We evaluate ERTOS based on

Abstract
With the growing popularity of edge computing and Internet
of Things (IoT) devices, there is an increased need for secure
computation on embedded devices. Typically, embedded devices have a heterogeneous environment and do not have
general security protections compared to hosts on the cloud.
As we see more third-party libraries and applications being
run on embedded devices, we face the risk of system compromise that even the device’s RTOS kernel cannot protect.
There is a need for creating Trusted Execution Environments
(TEEs) on embedded devices; however, many current TEEs
have expensive hardware requirements. We propose using
Keystone, a framework for creating customizable TEEs, on
RISC-V architectures. The hardware requirement for creating TEEs in Keystone are generally available on standard
RISC-V devices as RISC-V already provides PMP registers,
the basis of Keystone’s isolation. We propose using Keystone
with FreeRTOS to implement a module in FreeRTOS for creating efficient and dynamic TEEs on embedded devices. We
introduce ERTOS, a new module to FreeRTOS that allows
the creation of secure tasks that can be attested and strongly
isolated from other tasks using Keystone’s security monitor.
ERTOS exposes an easy-to-use API that allows developers to
create and run enclave-protected tasks. ERTOS adds negligible performance overhead for computation-intensive tasks
inside an enclave and introduces optimizations to allow intertask communication to be more efficient.
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Introduction

With the rise of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, there is an
increased amount of data being collected, from temperature
information to audio input. Because of the ubiquity of IoT
devices, a user will be required to trust more and more devices [16]. Moreover, some of these devices are critical to the
safety of human lives like automobile or medical devices.
Unfortunately, many IoT devices do not put considerable
effort into security and have a wide range of vulnerabilities
[11]. We are starting to see attacks targeting embedded devices today. By using a flying drone, a group of researchers
were able to compromise a Tesla vehicle using a privileged
escalation attack on ConnMan, a commonly used embedded
application to manage internet connections [5].
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Machine (M) mode is the highest privilege and is responsible for interacting with hardware, which includes setting
up and configuring the PMP registers. This is what privilege
the Security Monitor executes on. There is no virtualization
on this privilege, thus all memory accesses in this mode use
physical addresses (assuming the default configuration).
Supervisor (S) mode is the privilege the host OS typically
executes on. Keystone’s runtime runs on supervisor privilege.
User (U) mode is what regular applications without any
privilege execute on. All enclave applications run in this
mode.

Figure 1. Visualization of Keystone’s Software and Hardware Stack [14]

2.1.2 Keystone Components.
Security Monitor (SM): This is a small, trusted component, responsible for managing all the enclaves and for creating verifiable reports to prove that an application is running
inside an enclave.
Runtime (RT): This component runs in S-mode and provides an interface for communicating to the SM from the
user application. The runtime resides inside the enclave and
is responsible for setting up the enclave application’s environment (i.e. page table initialization).
Enclave Application (EAPP): This is the client’s application that runs inside the enclave. For any resources the
client requires from the host, it must interact with the runtime, which calls the SM.
Host Operating System: This is the OS of the host that
uses the Keystone driver to interact with the SM to create or
interact with the enclaves. This component is untrusted.

compute-bound benchmarks and inter-task communication.
We also open the doors to a hardware agnostic approach for
TEEs in embedded devices as our FreeRTOS module may be
developed to possibly support any enclave back-end.

2

Background

The challenge of TEEs on embedded devices is that some
hardware-enforced TEE solutions like SGX rely heavily on
virtual memory support or other expensive hardware [10].
Furthermore, we need multiple isolated zones, unlike ARM
TrustZone, which only offers a single isolated zone [19]. Multizone, a RISC-V based framework for creating TEEs, only
supports statically created enclaves [18]. In order to prototype our system, we needed an enclave back-end that is
compatible with embedded devices and allowed us to dynamically create enclaves.
2.1

2.1.3 Virtual Memory Reliance. In Keystone, page tables are managed and configured by the runtime, which is
part of the enclave. We can completely remove the page table
mapping altogether and perform no address translation. In
this case, there is no reason to still have a runtime. This
does not affect the memory isolation of the TEE because the
isolation is provided by the PMP registers, which does not assume anything about the virtual memory of an enclave. This
makes modifying Keystone to not use virtual memory a far
easier task than SGX or TrustZone as Keystone’s architecture
does not rely heavily on virtual memory support.

Keystone

Keystone is an open-source framework for creating multiple, customized TEEs based on RISC-V architecture [14].
Keystone uses a privileged Security Monitor (SM), which is responsible for creating, deleting, and switching into enclaves
dynamically. In order to create TEEs, Keystone utilizes Physical Memory Protection (PMP) registers, which act as base
and bound registers that seal off memory from other entities including the privileged host OS. These PMP registers
are generally available on standard RISC-V machines. Keystone guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of memory
within the enclave. We provide a visualization of the different
components involved in Keystone in Figure 1. Base Keystone
does not protect against physical adversaries as pages aren’t
encrypted and integrity-checked like SGX [10]; however,
Keystone does offer software-based page encryption and
integrity checks as a module which requires no additional
specialized hardware [7].

2.2

FreeRTOS

Now that we have an appropriate enclave back-end to modify
in order to run on an embedded device, we still require RealTime Operating System (RTOS) functions to handle task
scheduling.
FreeRTOS is an open-source real time operating system
owned by Amazon and is a popular choice for embedded
device developers. Amazon provides libraries to assist developers in connecting their device to use Amazon Web
Services [20]. FreeRTOS has a very light memory footprint;
in fact, there are only three source files in the kernel [15].
Furthermore, it provides user applications with useful data
abstractions like queues for message passing between tasks

2.1.1 RISC-V Privileged ISA. RISC-V provides several
privilege levels to provide protection across several layers
of the software stack. Keystone relies on Machine, Supervisor, and User mode [21].
2
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the FreeRTOS kernel. We support inter-task enclave communication as each enclave has a 512 byte mailbox that is
maintained by the SM. Because message passing is handled
by the SM, the SM can verify which enclave is sending a
message and ensures the receiving enclave that a message it
receives from its mailbox is authentic.
3.2

The only hardware modification Keystone requires is an
embedded secret key, 𝐻𝑠𝑘 . We use the Berkeley Bootloader,
which is a second-stage bootloader that originally booted
Linux, but was modified to boot FreeRTOS. Upon CPU boot
or reset, the bootloader will first initialize and generate a
signed measurement of the SM with 𝐻𝑠𝑘 . It will then lock the
SM region with a PMP register. The SM will in turn initialize
and sign the measurement of the FreeRTOS kernel, then
allocate a PMP region for it. Later, anyone can verify that
the SM and FreeRTOS kernel was initialized correctly by
observing the signed measurement.
Once the FreeRTOS kernel is initialized, it is free to create
and schedule tasks. The enclave that holds the RTOS kernel
is a special enclave that we call the enclave scheduler. The
enclave scheduler has special privileges over other allocated
enclaves. It has the ability to trap into the SM to create
enclaves, to switch into other enclaves, and to enable or
disable interrupts. The SM keeps track of which enclave is
currently running and can verify the origin of any SBI call.

Figure 2. Design Overview of ERTOS

and synchronization primitives like a semaphore. FreeRTOS
also provides several libraries for creating a TCP/IP stack or
for IO support.

3
3.1

Bootloading

ERTOS Architecture
Design Overview

In order to create a framework for creating enclaves on embedded devices, we require a scheduler that can meet real
time requirements. Keystone was not designed to be a scheduler. Its sole purpose is to create, delete, and switch into an
enclave context. One can borrow several components of an
RTOS kernel and port it to the SM, but that defeats the original point of the SM as being a light and trusted component
that can be easily verified. We wanted to keep the SM lightweight as it was originally intended, while also providing
the user with an RTOS kernel to schedule their tasks.
Because we removed virtual memory support, we only
have Machine and User mode privilege. This would mean
the FreeRTOS kernel, which was originally designed to run
in S-mode, must run in user mode. This guarantees that even
though the FreeRTOS kernel might be compromised, any
tasks that are protected by an enclave will continue to be
protected. This will virtually stop all privileged escalation
attacks for compromising our framework. Furthermore, we
minimize our total TCB by not having to trust the RTOS
kernel.
We now present Enclaves in RTOS (ERTOS). ERTOS is
a module for FreeRTOS that provides an API for creating
and running enclaves dynamically, using Keystone’s SM as a
backend. A visual overview of our architecture can be seen
in Figure 2.
We place the FreeRTOS kernel inside an enclave so that
an embedded device can be remotely attested by the manufacturer or owner of the device to ensure it is using a correct
and unmodified FreeRTOS kernel. We also have two types
of tasks, enclave or unprotected tasks. Unprotected tasks do
not have any hardware protection from other unprotected
tasks and exist inside the FreeRTOS enclave. Enclave tasks
live outside the FreeRTOS enclave and are protected by the
SM. Both enclave and unprotected tasks will be scheduled by

3.3

Task Registration

In order for an enclave task to be scheduled, it must first
be registered with the SM. Registering an enclave task to
the SM consists of sending the SM a request to create an
enclave. The request will include the enclave entry point and
the base and size of the enclave application. We assume the
enclave application is already flashed into memory. Using
the base and size of the enclave application allows the SM
to allocate a PMP register to lock the enclave application.
The SM will assign the enclave a unique task ID, which will
then be returned to the FreeRTOS kernel as a handle to
the enclave task. The task id will be used to schedule the
enclave task later and is also used for sending and receiving
messages. Once the enclave task is created, the FreeRTOS
kernel can only switch into the enclave and cannot observe
any internal state of the task, such as the registers. The SM
does not handle any scheduling specific information, such
as priority values for each task or the task state. We defer all
scheduling policies to the FreeRTOS kernel.
3.4

Scheduling

The FreeRTOS kernel is responsible for creating and scheduling enclaves. FreeRTOS uses a task list to keep track of
all tasks that can be scheduled. When the kernel wants to
switch to another task, it will choose the task with the highest priority from the task list. We modified the FreeRTOS
3
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Figure 4. Message Passing Visualization

Figure 3. Enclave Scheduling Diagram. E-Task and U-Task
refer to Enclave Task and Unprotected Task respectively.

and exceptions in similar fashion to the RTOS kernel. Currently, to mitigate DoS attacks, we setup a machine timer
interrupt upon FreeRTOS kernel scheduler initialization. Any
user-mode enclave must handle the timer interrupt and it
cannot be ignored. If a user-mode enclave is running and
uses up a lot of resources, the SM can step in and kill the
enclave once the enclave’s time quanta completes. Currently,
the way the SM handles a machine-mode timer interrupt is
to always switch into the enclave scheduler.

kernel to also schedule tasks protected by an enclave. All
scheduling policies will be completed from the FreeRTOS
kernel. We illustrate the scheduling process in Figure 3.
Figure 3 ❶ The kernel selects a task and does an SBI call
to trap into the SM. The kernel passes the task ID which
the SM should switch into. Figure 3 ❷ The SM will then
verify that the enclave scheduler sent the SBI request. Any
calls to switch enclaves that does not originate from the
enclave scheduler will cause the SM to switch back to the
enclave scheduler. We chose to only allow the enclave scheduler to switch to another enclave to preserve the semantics of the FreeRTOS kernel. In a traditional RTOS, tasks
must relinquish control to the kernel. In similar fashion, nonscheduling enclave tasks can only relinquish control back
to the enclave scheduler. Figure 3 ❸ Upon an enclave task
switch, the SM will switch the PMP registers to allow access
to the memory region specified in the new enclave. The PMP
registers that allow access to the SM and the enclave scheduler will be locked to guard against potential memory access
by the newly switched in enclave.
We also allow enclave tasks to hint to the SM to allow
directly switching to another enclave that it trusts. This is
an optimization to avoid switching back to the FreeRTOS
kernel if the enclave task expects frequent context switching
or message passing to another enclave.
3.5

3.6

Message Passing

3.6.1 Small Message Passing. FreeRTOS supports intertask communication via queues. In order to support interenclave communication, we implemented per-enclave mailboxes. Each enclave has a statically allocated mailbox buffer
that is managed by the SM. We must have the SM involved
when sending these messages as the SM intervention ensures
that if an enclave receives a message from enclave A, then
enclave A actually sent the message. The SM guarantees
that the message is sent from the purported enclave and the
message contents are not seen from anyone other than the
sender, recipient, and the SM. The mailbox interface was
only meant for small (< 512 bytes) message passing between
enclaves.
3.6.2 Bulk Message Passing. For bigger messages, the
SM can allocate an enclave buffer that is only accessible by
the sender and receiver enclave. If there is no harm in leaving
the shared buffer unprotected, the shared buffer can also be
allocated outside of the enclave. Enclaves will be able to send
messages directly without SM intervention.

Interrupt Handling
3.7

FreeRTOS uses queues to service interrupts. Specifically for
the FreeRTOS port in RISC-V, interrupts are registered via a
vector table and the pointer to the vector table is stored in register mtevec. Upon an asynchronous interrupt, the mcause
register is analyzed and used to decode how to handle the
interrupt. The appropriate entry in the vector table is then
chosen to branch to (given by mtvec). Since the FreeRTOS
kernel is delegated to user mode, the SM handles interrupts

Unprotected Tasks

Not all tasks will require strong isolation guarantees. For
example, multiple tasks that communicate frequently with
each other do not require strong isolation guarantees between them. Message passing between enclaves require SM
intervention, which requires trapping into machine mode,
flipping the PMP registers, and switching in the new enclave
registers. This causes unnecessary overhead if isolation is
4
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not required. This is further visualized in Figure 4. For this
reason, we also add the notion of unprotected tasks.
➊ Unprotected tasks run in the same enclave as the enclave scheduler, so switching or sending messages between
unprotected tasks do not require communication with the
SM.
➋ Enclave tasks context switching or sending messages
between each other must signal to the SM. Message passing
requires copying the message from the enclave’s buffer to
its mailbox stored in the SM.
Even though unprotected tasks run in the same TEE as
the FreeRTOS kernel, unprotected tasks are still prevented
from gaining any confidential information in an enclave. A
unprotected task may overwrite or modify the initial state
of an enclave (i.e. enclave entry point), but this would be
detectable because an enclave’s initial state (enclave entry
point, start address, and size) is hashed as well as each page
of the enclave. Furthermore, an unprotected task cannot
access another enclave task’s memory because of the strong
isolation guaranteed by the PMP registers. At worst, the
unprotected task may be able to cause the FreeRTOS kernel to
crash and prevent any enclaves from running, but preventing
DoS attacks is beyond the scope of our trust model.

4

A study found that inter-task communication accounted
for the most frequent type of task communication (over forward and backward intra-task communication) [13]. Because
of the importance of inter-task communication, we measured
the total cycles required to send a small message between
two tasks, using different configurations. We define our message passing test as a task sending a message to another task,
then waiting for a reply. We will measure the number of
cycles it takes for a full round trip.
For the baseline, both tasks will run within the same
enclave domain. We will compare it to the performance of
both tasks in separate enclaves. We get an average roundtrip
cost of 4324 cycles for the baseline. Because varying the
size of the message doesn’t matter for the baseline, we use
this average to calculate the slowdown for enclave message
passing.
5.2

5.2.1 Synchronous Message Passing. To minimize message copying, we implemented synchronous message passing. The sender of a message only sends to an enclave who
has previously requested a message already. This would only
require a single message copy as the SM can copy the message directly to the receiver’s specified buffer. Furthermore,
the receiver no longer has to poll for a message. Upon calling
sbi_recv, the SM will set a flag to indicate that the enclave
is waiting for a message then immediately switches to the
RTOS enclave. When the sender enclave sends the message
to the receiver, the sender will copy the contents directly to
the receiver’s buffer, then the receiver will be able to return
from its initial call to sbi_recv without having to poll the
SM any further.

Implementation

Our implementation added around 1000+ LOC to the FreeRTOS Kernel and over 500+ LOC to Keystone’s Security Monitor. The modifications included porting FreeRTOS to run in
user-mode, creating APIs to create and interact with other
enclaves, and modifying the existing FreeRTOS API to integrate tasks and enclaves. We also ensured that our enclave
APIs were were similar to the existing task APIs in FreeRTOS. This would allow better familiarity with our API for
embedded software developers. ERTOS can be compiled for
RISC-V 32-bit (RV32GC) or 64-bit (RV64GC) machines.

5

5.2.2 Shared Buffer. We also introduce another form of
message passing, which allocates a shared buffer between
both enclaves. Both enclaves can directly read/write from the
buffer. When enclave A wants to send a message to Enclave
B, Enclave A will store the message in the shared buffer
and signal to the SM to switch to Enclave B. If needed, the
buffer can be protected by allocating another PMP region
and securing the buffer in an enclave, but this will consume
a PMP register. To get around the PMP register cost, the SM
can grant a temporary PMP register to lock a memory space
for the sender and receiver enclave.

Evaluation

For all benchmarks, we simulate a single RV64GC core, outof-order machine (Berkeley’s Out of Order Machine [8])
with DDR3 using FireSim [12]. The specific configuration in
FireSim used is
firesim-boom-singlecore-no-nic-l2-llc4mb-ddr3
5.1

Optimizations

5.2.3 Results. The average overhead of asynchronous message passing is a a 2.80x slowdown. We lower our average
overhead to 2.40x and 1.62x for the synchronous and shared
buffer message passing respectively. We observe that both
asynchronous and shared message passing approaches provide a fair improvement to asynchronous message passing.
Message passing through the shared buffer had the best performance as the context switching time is minimized. This is
due to the SM only having to context switch to the receiver
enclave, whereas for synchronous message passing, the SM

Micro-benchmarks: Inter-Task Communication

Due to the strict memory isolation between enclaves, message passing requires copying the message twice per message.
First, the enclave must copy the message to its mailbox, then
the receiver must copy the message from the mailbox to
its own memory space. Currently, we use asynchronous
message passing, where the users must poll the mailbox if
they are waiting on a message.
5
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malloc as this would incur a context switch to the FreeRTOS kernel. The malloc inside the enclave has a lower memory footprint and does not support coalescing heap blocks.
The unprotected tasks use malloc provided by FreeRTOS
which does support coalescing, which may cause memory
de-allocation to be slower. This was the main attribute to the
slight difference in performance. Furthermore, the heap for
the baseline is shared with the FreeRTOS kernel, whereas
the enclave application has its own private heap. This could
make it more likely that the baseline could have poor cache
locality as the heap might be fragmented due to sharing with
the FreeRTOS kernel. We observe that there are no significant
compute slowdowns when running the RV8 benchmarks on
ERTOS.
Figure 5. Message Passing Results Graph

6

Future Work

In our vision, we wanted to create a framework that can easily support enclave creation on almost all embedded devices
that support TEE creation like SGX or TrustZone. Effectively,
the vision for this project is to be able to provide a generalized API in FreeRTOS to create secure TEEs similar to
OpenEnclave [2] or Asylo [1] that is agnostic of the hardware backend. Some of the challenges of this is that different
hardware architectures provide somewhat different security
guarantees. For example, creating a TEE in ARM TrustZone
will not allow for strict isolation between enclaves [19]. We
must be careful to annotate the different security guarantees,
while also providing a generic API for different hardware
back ends.

7

As we face a growing popularity of edge computing and
IOT devices, there is an increased need for strong hardware
isolation on embedded devices. We create ERTOS, a module
in FreeRTOS that allows the creation of dynamic, secure
tasks that can be attested and isolated from other tasks using
Keystone as an enclave backend. Because of the strong isolation guarantees between enclaves, the overhead of message
passing between enclaves is significant; however, we achieve
negligible performance overhead when running compute
intensive workloads. As we continue to develop ERTOS, we
will actively investigate how to increase the performance
of inter-enclave communication. In the future, we hope to
provide a hardware agnostic module that will provide APIs
to create TEEs across several enclave backends.

Figure 6. Graph that shows the percent overhead of ERTOS.
Note: The sha512 test isn’t visible because the baseline and
ERTOS took the same amount of time.

has to do additional processing (i.e. find the correct mailbox)
and then copy the message to the receiver’s mailbox.
5.3

Conclusion

RV8

To observe any computational overhead, we ported the RV8
benchmarks, which are compute-bound workloads, into our
RTOS framework [9]. We measure the total time it takes to
run the benchmarks inside an enclave versus running the
benchmarks as an unprotected task in FreeRTOS. I exclude
miniz and bigint for our evaluation because miniz had a large
memory requirement and bigint relied on the C++ run-time,
which our framework does not yet support.
Observing Figure 6, we found that the results using ERTOS
had slightly better performance compared to the baseline.
On average, ERTOS was faster by 5%. For enclaves, we preallocate a heap and each enclave runs our version of malloc,
so that the enclave does not have to rely on FreeRTOS for
6
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